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. 2. Statements as to precise parts of P, giving correct material from a far
earlier period..

p. 100 As a case in point we may consider the p'id hetwen the patriarchs and the
conquest with the independent testimony of o extra-Biblical source, the 20,000
tablet archiv3 from Marl on the upper Euphrat's. The Man material is limited tuc
a 73-year period contemporary with the earliest patriarchs. The site is in North
Syria, near Tiaran, the family home of Terab, father of Abraham. The language of
the tablets is Jkkad.jan, which is clearly different from the West Semitic lanaes
of which Canaariite and. Hebrew are representative. Thus, for example, one may obsorve
that kkadian has no special term for "tribe1' or any of its subdivisions. But Marl
is on the ede of the desert, and its kjips ware freciiently in contact with mobile
tribes. I is thus of no little interest : learn that the terminolor employed in
the Man archive referring t tribal units is borrowed from Nest Semitic end, in
fact, correspoiuis to that in the Old. Testament. Illustrans of this are en. 25.
16 an Num. 5.15, where "people(s)" s in reality a technical term denotin tribal
unit, a datum the latter text itself acknowledes and explains by the ditin
'father's house," a SWAY for clan (Archives soles de Mni, VIII, No. 11, line 21)

A detailed. study of the parallels between the Marl tablets end the Old Testament
remains to b done. It is important to note at te Merl records offer the first
0'dence of proplhecy as an independent -e"Agious instItution in the an~Aent worldV.
outside the Old. Te:tament. The military census with accompanying expiatory rites
(Ex. 30.11-16; 2 Sam. 214) is much lflee the admInistrative order In Man known as
the tbibtum TL pereonal ne.'nes in the earliest strata of the Old Testament are
parallel to Amorite names from Man. These and. numerous other independently attested
social, political, and religious data cculd. not have been inented. Their meaning
for hetory requires evaluation. The anciE'it historian was primarily a theologian.
The modern historian has rest difficulty when he refuses to be a theologian in his
study of 'she Old ?estament.
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